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I can't even keep up with it.  The Louisville shooting is of course faked. All shootings in the news now
are faked, to keep your eyes off reality.  I may have a guest writer working on it, but I personally am
not going to waste my time.*  I have better things to do than out an endless line of staged events,
saying the same thing every time: IT WAS FAKE.  I'll tell you what, when I see an event like this that I
think is real, I will let you know.  Until then, just assume they are all fake.  

The non-shooting event in Nashville is a bit novel, so I will pause to make brief commentary on that.
As you know, there was an insurrection there in the State House, three members were put up for
expulsion, and two were voted out for abetting the insurrection and flagrantly breaking House conduct
rules.  One survived by one vote, and she just happened to be white.  The other two are black.

So this is all staged as well.  Just like the January 6 staged insurrection.  To get into that building in
Nashville you have to pass security one at a time, so this event couldn't have happened unless they let it
happen.  It was all manufactured as part of the manufactured race war, a tack on to the whole fake
BLM thing.  We now have easy proof this was staged, since we are being told the Nashville City
Council has now reinstated their member Justin Jones.  What?  Do you really think the Nashville City
Council can overrule the State Legislature regarding internal matters?  Does that make any sense?  No,
it is absurd on the face of it, so they are just assuming you don't know anything about how things work.

[Next day...  This just in: this is the same Justin Jones involved in BLM riots in that area in June of
2020.  He was arrested and charged with 14 counts, including assaulting an officer.  Charges were later
dropped, we aren't told why.  A year earlier he was also banned from the Tennessee Capitol for
assaulting member Glen Casada.  Casada later dropped charges, we aren't told why.  Do you want to
guess what Justin Jones' full name is?  Justin Bautista-Jones.  Wow, I can see why they usually hide
that.  Do you recognize it?  The leader of Cuba before Castro was Fulgencio Batista, and it is the same
name, different spelling.  Same family of Marranos (Spanish Jews) related to Castro.  Castro married a
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relative of Batista.   The Cuba Batistas now live in Florida.  So this Justin Jones is part Jewish, from
these prominent families.  That figures. At Ballotpedia, we learn some interesting things about this
Justin Jones, including the fact he that he assumed office this January.  That's right: prior to this event,
he had been a representative for about two months.  He allegedly won with no Republican opposition.
On the Tennessee General Assembly page, we are told Bautista-Jones is currently completing his
Masters in Theological Studies at Vanderbilt.  Really?  When is he doing that?  In his spare time, when
not working hard as your representative or running projects for the CIA I guess.  So if you ever
wondered if CIA could insert agents directly into congresses, I guess now you know.]        

The same sort of ridiculous theatrics are going on in New York, where Trump's prosecutor Bragg is
now suing the US Congress to prevent it from investigating him.  Again, do you really think that is how
things work?  Can a court stop Congress from investigating something?  Of course not.  Not even the
Supreme Court could prevent Congress from investigating whatever it wants to investigate.  It is called
SEPARATION OF POWERS, and is Constitutional.  

But it goes deeper than that.  We have fakes upon fakes here, ten deep.  Jordan's investigation is also
fake, since there is nothing to investigate.  Bragg's case against Trump isn't just weak or “political”, it is
staged.  It is all another big fiction, like an episode of The Apprentice or a wrestling match.   We know
that for many reasons, not the least of which is that Trump never got near Stormy Daniels, and
everyone on the inside knows that.  What's more, he never paid her anything to be quiet.  That too is
faked.  That old story was manufactured like all the others, to make Trump look like a stud.  Same with
all his beard relationships, including the one with Melania, which make him look straight.  That is what
I mean by ten deep: there is no reality here no matter how far down you go.  Just theater on top of
theater, and everyone involved an actor.  

It is all part of the huge project to keep your eyes on Trump and Biden and all these other bozos, and
off the guys behind them: the Phoenician Navy bigshots actually running things behind the curtain.  A
tiny bit of truth slipped out this week, when someone discovered Blackrock and the other big
investment groups behind the Bud Light controversy, pressuring AnheuserBusch to go woke or lose
their credit score with the trillionaires who run the world.  That just confirms what we already know:
The overlords are the ones behind the tranny project and all the other Deconstruction going on right
now, because they are desperately trying to desex or resex everyone, to lower populations, destroy the
middle class, crush males, define away females, split the sexes, and thereby avoid revolution.   

What about the leak of classified military documents?  Is that real?  Of course not.  Larry Johnson at
Gateway Pundit has been selling it as real for a couple of days, but note this from his article on it today:

If you want to understand how a collection of highly classified documents could be removed from a
secure facility and wind up being distributed to the public, let me introduce you to a CAOC. I know
that CAOC sounds a bit like CHAOS, but that is just a serendipitous coincidence.   

Right.  He is just giving you a peek at his hand.  This whole thing is part of Operation Chaos, and the
documents weren't leaked by Ukraine, Russia, or anyone else.  They were manufactured and dumped
on purpose by the CIA to make the war look real.   If the “leak” does nothing else, it confirms the war
is real.  Which it isn't.

What about mRNA vaccines in meat?  Unlikely, unless the ranchers want a lot of dead cows and a lost
market.  They already tried it on a small scale and the cows died or didn't calve.  So not a lot of
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ranchers lining up for that one.  But if you can't scare people into going vegetarian any other way, this
one may work: tell them the meat is all shot up with spike proteins.  Does that mean you should eat
meat indiscriminately?  No, I have been very picky about my meat for years.  I would never just grab
the mainstream meat at the market, which has been shot up with all sorts of stuff for decades.  Pay a
little extra for the good stuff, and do your research.  Don't just read the packaging, go online and read
everything on the website.  Where I am in California, there are no organic markets within easy driving
distance, so I buy venison and bison, or occasionally organic ground beef.  They tell you nothing is
safe, since there is no organic requirement for vaccines, but very few small producers are going to ruin
their niche markets by vaccinating their beef with spike proteins.  They know their customers are
paying extra to avoid dangerous additives.  

[Next day: What about the 18,000 cows killed by an explosion in Dimmitt, TX?  It was originally over
20,000, but they lowered it to get those aces and eights in there.  Let me just ask you this:  How do you
kill 18,000 cows with one explosion?  How many megatons are we supposed to think the bomb was
that hit this place?  You can't kill that many big animals with a single explosion, so this is just another
fake story, probably invented to drive the price of beef or milk up there with the price of eggs.  Why do
you think there were so many stories about chickens dying or being killed for bird flu or something?
To drive up the price of eggs.  Manufactured inflation, also known as manufactured price gouging. ]
 
What about the physical attack on female swimmer Riley Gaines at San Francisco State University?
That also looks staged to me, since it makes no sense.  What was she doing there in the first place?  If
you are going around the country giving speeches on this topic, you certainly don't start in SF.  And if
you do eventually go there, you go with security.  She should have been surrounded by very big men,
who would have stomped the attacker into pulp.  You always have to ask these questions going into a
story, starting with “would I put myself in that situation?”  If you were Riley, would you pick SF as one
of your first stops in this press tour, and if you did would you show up with zero security?  No, of
course not.  Plus, you may wish to study this photo:



What's wrong there?  No, she isn't a tranny, but it looks to me like she is on drugs, at least Nitrix and
maybe others.  Women swimmers didn't look like that in the past, even the Olympic ones in the pool
and gym all day.   That is a Nitrix/steroid torso and I have seen a thousand times.  Even her face is a
signal, in my opinion: 

Look how wide her jaw is.  Women who take steroids often have exactly that result, getting a more
manly face.  That has been known for decades, back to FloJo and before.   So what?  The so what is
that almost everyone in sports is cheating, not just the trannies.  It is a full meltdown.  Tiger still had
that juiced look at the Masters this week, with a ridiculously cut waist, though he is now 47 and should
have knocked that off years ago.  That may be part of his problem, since those drugs have side effects.
You do not age well on PEDs.  Another problem at the Masters was the “amateur” Sam Bennett, who
didn't look to be juiced but he had eight major sponsors.  How can you be an amateur if you are making
millions from sponsorships?  That is what I mean by meltdown.  All rules have been flushed.  In the
Riley Gaines/Lia Thomas story, it is a problem since it makes it impossible to take any of it seriously.
It makes me think the Thomas story was also staged.  I have already suggested the CIA inserted him
into these events to cause mayhem and get eyes off other things, but I hadn't realized these women
were probably in on it as well, perhaps being paid to take a dive.  I couldn't understand why they all
didn't just sit out these competitions.  Women should have unionized and striked on day one, and that
would have solved this almost overnight.  But they didn't.  Why?  We are starting to see why.  They are
part of the theater.  We have become a nation of agents and assets, with the CIA now using half the
country as extras.  

I know some will say, “Miles, you need to pick a side here and just out the actors on the other side.
That is how the game is played.  You aren't doing anyone any good by outing everyone on both sides.”
But I am done with the game.  Not interested.  Both sides here are losers and I refuse to go down with
either ship.  I will go out on my own terms.  Why should I be on anyone's side here, when no one is on
my side?  That is the question you need to be asking yourself.  Which side here is on your side?  If you
aren't in one of the top families, the answer is clear: neither side is on your side.  They have groomed
you from birth to sit on the sidelines and cheer for one of their teams or the other.  But I suggest you
grow up and quit doing that.  Both terms are corrupt down to the ground.  



We saw that at the Masters as well, with all the pathetic little “fans” following their favorites around
and buying gobs of merchandise.  I read Augusta was selling a million dollars of merchandise an hour.
Of fucking golf memorabilia!  Oh my God!  If you were looking for a measure of the problem with
Modern America, look no further.  The deification of the numbskull athlete, who does nothing but play
some meaningless sport all day.  This is how by-the-balls the Phoenicians have you.  Do you think you
were put here on this Earth to follow the stats of Tiger Woods or Roger Federer or Lebron James or
Ronaldo or somebody?  C'mon!  

What about that picture of SBF in jail, under title?  That's real, right?  Uh, no.  Staged.  He isn't in jail
and never was, not even for a moment.  He is just an actor from these rich families, playing his pathetic
part in the Matrix.  That whole story is just a fictional cover for what really happened, that being that
the FTX story is just another cog in the machine to tank the Democratic Party and move all
“cryptocurrency” to government control.  It is part of the move to digital currency.  That is why the
main two pillars of the story are the risk of cryptocurrency and SBF's ties to the Democratic Party.
They want you to see that the Dems are being funded by these big fake schemes of money laundering
and fake charities, which is true—but in this case they don't care if you know the truth, since although
it is equally true of the Republicans, they aren't reporting that in this cycle.  They want you to think it is
only true of the Dems, and only true in this limited case.  It is hoped you will forget the whole
mechanism after this election cycle, and you probably will.  They know your long-term memory is
garbage, and they want to keep it that way with fluoride, vaccines, 5G, plastics, soy, HFCS, and a
poison cocktail of a hundred other things. 

Speaking of soy, we see Dr. McCullough still pushing soy as the great cure for spike proteins, on all the
top alternative sites.  So we now see his use in controlling the opposition.  They get you coming and
going.  This is the reverse mop up, where they get you on flip side, destroying with soy any sperm
counts not already destroyed by the fake vaccines.   

What about Steve van Zandt saying Republicans were cockroaches that needed to be exterminated?
That was organic, right?  No.  Scripted, as part of the manufacturing of civil war.  They want you
fighting eachother instead of them.  

What about the Dalai Lama grossly French kissing the little boy?  THAT was real.  I have been
warning you about him for many years.  He has always been a creep and a tool of the West.  He is
about as holy as Dylan Mulvaney.  This is nothing new for him, but these people tend to unwind as
they get old, as we have seen with Joe Biden.  They lose control of themselves.  You won't be seeing
much of the Lama from here on out, is my guess.  And this is why they can't run Biden for another
term.  He is right on the edge of saying or doing something way over the line, so far they can never pull
him back.  It is unbelievable they let him speak or interact with people at all.  As I say, the only reason
they do it is because they are tanking the Dems right now, so whatever trouble Biden gets into right
now is frosting for them.  They are tanking the entire political system on purpose, so that they can
usher in something worse.  I had thought that was going to be the Republicans as saviors, like with
Reagan, but it may be something far bigger than that.  This may be where they usher in Sauron on a
black throne.  



*I am already getting the usual fake emails from Langley, from people claiming to know the victims.  To nip that
in the bud, I will post the opening facts my guest writers are discovering: the shooter's mother Lisa Renee 

Sturgeon, aka Lisa Taylor, 55, has Falls Church, Arlington and Fairfax on her list, indicating she may be CIA.
Even stranger: her husband Todd Steven has none of those locations on his list. Seven of his eight locations are
in Indiana.  Lisa is not linked to any Taylors, which is strange.  Not linked to her birth family.   Her sister Lori
Adams allows us around that block a bit, by listing more Taylors.  We come to David Taylor of Indiana, finding
about 50 listed, with every single one of them scrubbed of all relatives.  So that's weird.  Same scrubbing at both
Instantcheckmate and Intelius.  However, the computer knows who we are looking for anyway (smart computer)
since it lists David Lee Taylor, 73, first, and his location list is enough to tell us what is going on.  He has
Reston, Annapolis and Silver Spring on his list, which is CIA, plus Kokomo, IN, which is a military base, and
Pineville, LA, ditto.  That is Camp Beauregard.  So it looks like Lisa's father is also CIA.   

Connor is listed twice, and the computer at Instantcheckmate and Intelius thinks he is both 25 and 28.
According to LinkedIn, there is a Lisa Bolin, aka Lisa Sturgeon, who just happens to work at US Bank in
Owensboro, KY.  She also has Indiana on her work list.  Why does that matter?  Because the event was in a
bank.  Even stranger?  Instantcheckmate has never heard of a Lisa Bolin in Owensboro.  LinkedIn tells us she
previously worked in Santa Claus, IN, at Holiday World.  Sounds like a strange job for a banker.  A search on
Todd Sturgeon of Louisville at LinkedIn pulled up two attorneys at Frost Brown Todd law firm, including a
Tommy Sturgeon pictured with Clarence Thomas.  He is related to a Lisa Richards.  So is this Connor's uncle?
One of Connor's profiles still has Tony Sturgeon on it, and Intelius tells us he also has Silver Spring, MD, on his
list, which again could be Langley.  His relatives list has been scrubbed.  Best guess is Connor Sturgeon came
out of Ft. Knox and is hiding out there now.  Fitting that profile, we find Connor was a star athlete in football
and basketball, so he is looking like a Special Forces recruit.  We have seen that the military has nothing better
now to do than fake these events all the livelong day.  

Victim Juliana Farmer has been listed in news reports as both 57 and 45.  One problem: the big computers have
never heard of her at either age, or any age.  Never heard of her “aunt” Vicki Brooks-Scott, either.  Farmer had
allegedly been working at the bank for two weeks.  Right.   Two of the big bankers killed just happened to be at
retirement age.  But that's not suspicious, right?  Some or all of these people may also have just passed from
SAD: Sudden Adult Death, or vaccine genocide, with this event just using them as fake victims.  So it is possible
some of them really are dead and that people really are grieving that, but there is no possibility in my mind this
wasn't staged by military intelligence.  

And why would CIA and Ft. Knox run this event in this place and this time?  Because the Kentucky legislature
just happened to be about to pass a law making it even easier to own a gun.  Kentucky is one of 26 states that
allow carry without permit.  The military doesn't like this because they want to be the only ones with guns, for
obvious reasons.  After this event, the mainstream media did its usual meltdown calling for gun control.  Which
just means MORE people will go out and buy guns, enriching the already rich even further.  
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